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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Axillary bromhidrosis is a disease of significant psychosocial impact characterized by bad odor in the armpits. The cause of bromhidrosis is multifactorial, and studies indicate that it is related to the bacterial transformation of substances secreted by the apocrine glands. Some cases of bromhidrosis are difficult to control by clinical therapies, and surgical therapies are well indicated. Surgical treatments for the disease aim to remove the axillary sweat glands and range from more aggressive to minimally invasive procedures. This review aims to list and compare all surgical alternatives described in the medical literature.
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RESUMO

Introdução: A bromidrose axilar é uma doença de impacto psicossocial relevante caracterizada por mau odor nas axilas. A causa da bromidrose é multifatorial, e os estudos apontam que está relacionada à transformação bacteriana das substâncias secretadas pelas glândulas apócrinas. Alguns casos de bromidrose são de difícil controle pelas terapêuticas clínicas, estando bem indicadas as terapias cirúrgicas. Os tratamentos cirúrgicos da doença visam à remoção das glândulas sudoríparas axilares e variam de procedimentos mais agressivos aos minimamente invasivos. Esta revisão objetiva elencar e comparar todas as alternativas cirúrgicas descritas na literatura médica.
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INTRODUCTION

Axillary bromhidrosis is a common condition that can cause severe social obstacles to the individual. Osmidrosis is characterized by the foul odor produced by the bacterial decomposition of the secretion emitted mainly by the apocrine glands. Hyperhidrosis is a condition of excessive sweat linked to the eccrine glands. Bromhidrosis is the sum of hyperhidrosis and osmidosis.

There are three types of sweat glands: apocrine, eccrine, and apoeccrine. Apocrine glands are present in specific areas of the body, such as the armpits, genitalia, scalp, periorbital area, and ear canals. They secrete a small amount of odorless fluid that undergoes bacterial decomposition upon reaching the skin, which makes it odorous. Eccrine glands have their own characteristic. The re-absorbent duct opens directly to the skin surface, and its secretory portion produces a solution rich in NaCl, directly related to axillary hyperhidrosis. Apoeccrine glands become apparent in the 8-14 age range and appear to be closely associated with excessive sweating (hyperhidrosis).

METHODS

We collected the scientific articles in the PubMed and Web of Science databases using the terms “axillary bromhidrosis” and “surgery”. We selected articles published between 1972 and 2019 (the oldest ones are related to the surgical technique of axillary skin with the adjacent subcutaneous tissue resection) in English and Spanish.

All abstracts were read, and the articles to be inserted contained relevant information on surgical therapies and bromhidrosis etiopathogenesis. As bromhidrosis’s surgical treatment is very similar to hyperhidrosis, this review also used articles on the latter condition. Some articles were discarded for not bringing any novelty compared to the others already selected.

JUSTIFICATION

Axillary bromhidrosis is a common disease, underdiagnosed and undertreated, affecting social interactions too much and reducing patients’ quality of life. According to the conception that clinical treatments usually have satisfactory effects only in mild cases, surgical approaches are of paramount therapeutic importance. Due to the low number of studies that standardize these interventions, the present review aims to list such techniques, reinforcing the positive and negative aspects for a better possibility of therapeutic choice.

RELEVANCE

Axillary bromhidrosis is a disease with severe psychosocial impacts on the individual, interfering with their daily activities. Patients with more severe symptoms consider it intolerable or almost intolerable. The Dermatology Life Quality Index (DLQI) of patients with axillary hyperhidrosis was analyzed, and the result was compared with other dermatological problems, such as acne, birthmarks, pruritus, psoriasis, and eczema. The results indicated that hyperhidrosis was associated with a lower quality of life when compared to other diseases. It is believed that bromhidrosis can often be an even more embarrassing condition when compared to hyperhidrosis, in addition to the frequent overlap between the two entities.

ETIOLOGY

The etiology of bromhidrosis is multifactorial, but the leading causes are its intimate relationship with axillary hyperhidrosis, the composition of the sweat secreted by the apocrine glands, and the degradation of these components by microorganisms present in the axillary skin, in addition to genetic and dietary factors.

SWEAT COMPOSITION

The foul odor comes from transforming non-odorous substances secreted by the apocrine, eccrine, and sebaceous glands into volatile and odorous substances. The axillary microbiota consists mainly of gram-positive bacteria of the genera Staphylococcus, Micrococcus, Propionibacterium, and Corynebacterium, which is the primary cause of the foul odor, whose substrate originates from the apocrine glands.

Volatiles and thioalcohols are mainly responsible for the foul axillary odor, while steroids, although they contribute, are not so relevant in this process. Medium-chain volatile fatty acids (C6-C10), in particular the trans (E) isomer of 3-methylhex–2–enoic acid (3M2H), have a significant contribution to axillary foul odor. It is linked to the amino acid L-glutamine in the secretion of apocrine glands, and the action of a Corynebacterium enzyme releases it. It was later discovered that an ABCC11 gene allele is essential for the secretion of L-glutamine conjugated to E-3M2H.

The volatile fatty acids that cause the foul axillary odor are short-chain (C2-C5) and medium-chain (C6-C10). Propionibacterium and Staphylococcus ferment glycerol from the hydrolysis of triacylglycerol, and lactic acid present in the skin, transforming them into acetic and propionic acid. Regarding steroids, 16-androstenes, 5α-androstenol, and 5α-androstenone are present in the sweat of the apocrine glands and have already been significantly associated with a foul odor. However, it is known today that axillary bacteria can only produce 16-androstenes from precursors containing C16 with a double bond.

Laboratory studies have identified four thioalcohols involved in foul axillary odor. These represented two groups of isomers, molecular weight 120-u, and 134-u. The first isomer has an unpleasant smell, comparable to meat or onion, characteristic of the foul axillary odor. The other is a less pronounced odor occasionally related to fruits. The less foul odor of the 134-u isomer was identified as 3-mercaptopentan-1-ol. The odor compared to meat or onion (120-u) was confirmed as 2-methyl-3-mercaptopentan-1-ol. Later, other thioalcohols were also identified, such as 3-mercaptopentan-1-ol (probably equivalent to the least odorous, isomer 120-u), and 3-methyl-3-mercaptopentan-1-ol (molecular weight 148-u), identified and associated with the foul odor.

In conclusion, there is vast evidence that, together with medium-chain fatty acids, such as 3M2H and 3-hydroxy-3-methylhexanoic acid, the primary molecules cause axillary odor.
GENETICS

The starting point for understanding human odor came from the study of cerumen (ear wax), which is a product of the ceruminous apocrine glands. The study investigates the polymorphism of a nucleotide of the ABCC11 gene, which encodes an ATP-driven pump and is responsible for determining the cerumen (the AA genotype corresponds to the dry cerumen and the GA and GG genotype to the wet cerumen, which is dominant over the other). Thus, the study proposed that wet cerumen relates to a strong axillary odor and dry cerumen to a less pronounced aroma.

MICROBIOTA

The apocrine glands secrete long-chain fatty acids, fatty acids linked to amino acids, sulfur compounds, and hormones, which have too long chains to be volatile. The bacteria (mainly Staphylococcus and Corynebacterium spp.) break down these compounds into smaller ones, which become volatile and have a noticeable odor. These bacteria are distributed both on the skin and below the surface, mainly in the glandular structures, hair follicles, and ducts of these glands. It seems to explain why topical treatments of bromhidrosis that interfere with bacterial colonization tend to be ineffective since they only affect bacteria present on the axillary surface, with rapid recolonization, especially of the attachments.

SURGICAL TREATMENT OF BROMIDROSIS

Often, the use of deodorants and antiperspirants by individuals who have bromhidrosis can be harmful since it can increase bacteria’s diversity and select those primarily responsible for the foul odor. It subsequently leads to intense colonization by such bacteria. When clinical treatments do not show satisfactory results, there are options for local surgery with the main objective of removing the apocrine.

Local surgeries for axillary hyperhidrosis (also applicable to bromhidrosis) can be divided into three main groups:

1. Resection of glandular tissue without excision of the skin (only surgical incision to access the subcutaneous glandular tissue);
2. Axillary skin with adjacent subcutaneous tissue resection;
3. Combination of the two methods resulting in a partial resection of the skin associated with the subcutaneous tissue and adjacent tissues excision.

We will approach these three major groups in chronological order.

Axillary skin with adjacent subcutaneous tissue resection

They are more invasive techniques and with higher morbidity and risk of complications.

It is the most radical surgical technique and, consequently, the one with a higher chance of complications, mainly related to healing and arm movement limitation. Based on the cases in which this technique was performed, high rates of complications were observed, such as infection, bleeding, poor healing, and necrosis, the most common being: wound dehiscence, partial necrosis, and prolonged healing with subsequent formation of adhesions.

A less invasive alternative to this surgical technique consists of an elliptical excision removing the skin and subcutaneous tissue, containing the sweat glands only in the axillary dome. This method decreases sweating caused by the eccrine glands by up to 80%.

Combination of the two methods resulting in a partial resection of the skin associated with the subcutaneous tissue and adjacent tissues excision

The primary surgical method used to perform this combination of methods is the famous Shelley technique, which consists of a central elliptical excision in the armpit until reaching the fat portion. The lesion margins are everted, and the glandular tissue (containing the eccrine and apocrine glands – Figure 1) is removed along with the dermis and subcutaneous tissue using surgical scissors (Figure 2). The wound is closed using subcutaneous sutures attached to the underlying axillary fascia to obliterate spaces with high chances of bruising (it is also possible that the suture is superficial, as preferred by the surgeon). Occlusive dressing is usually left for 24 hours. Due to the higher infection rates of this surgical technique compared to the others, chlorhexidine solution can be applied before and after the procedure, in addition to prophylactic antibiotics, which the surgeon must evaluate according to the needs of each patient.

It is important to note that there are several variations of the standard technique. For example, a study conducted with 63 patients to assess the surgical procedure’s effectiveness to treat axillary bromhidrosis used a method similar to that described...
above. Still, the superficial fascia was also dissected and removed. Of the 126 operated armpits, bromhidrosis was eradicated in 112 and markedly reduced in 14, with necrosis in only three operated armpits.\textsuperscript{13}

Another study with 15 patients\textsuperscript{14} operated the armpits using another technique slightly modified from the Shelley technique. The study delimited the sweat area by examining it in bright light to identify and mark the maximum sweat area’s extent instead of using Minor’s starch-iodine test. An average sweating reduction rate greater than 60\% could be achieved.\textsuperscript{14}

Another modification of the Shelley’s method appears with the technique “pinch and turn-over” the exposed flap,\textsuperscript{15} maneuver that significantly facilitates removing the glands. However, comparing the photos in this article with those by Lawrence et al. (2006), there seems to be no novelty in this technique.

Li et al., in 2015, modified the Shelley technique by making two parallel incisions in each armpit instead of one and excising the apocrine glands preserving the superficial axillary fascia. Its results in 115 patients were very encouraging, suggesting that this may be a surgical procedure with a lower recurrence rate, a significant odor reduction, and fewer complications. No necrosis was reported, 112 patients had eradication of bromhidrosis, and three achieved substantial reduction.\textsuperscript{16}

A study conducted with 396 patients\textsuperscript{17} used a technique similar to the Shelley’s, presented that 87.1\% of the patients achieved very satisfactory results, 7.8\% obtained moderately satisfactory results, and 5.1\% were unsatisfactory due to complications and persistent underarm odor. The complications observed were hematomas, necrosis, infection, wound dehiscence, rippled skin, comedone, cyst, keloid. A possible explanation for the return of the foul odor is that, as the surgery removes only the most superficial tissue of fat and deep dermis, some portion of the apocrine glands may remain in the region and regenerate.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Resection of glandular tissue without excision of the skin}

With the emergence of new minimally invasive therapeutic options, this type of surgery can be subdivided into three: superficial liposuction, aspiration curettage, and simple curettage. The first one predominantly removes the subcutaneous tissue; the other two resects the subcutaneous tissue and deep dermal tissue.

When choosing the best technique to be performed, one must consider the difference between the eccrine glands’ bromhidrosis. The eccrine glands are located more superficially in the dermis, while the apocrine glands extend from the deep dermis to the subcutaneous tissue. As the reticular dermis is composed of dense and irregular connective tissue, removing apocrine glands attached firmly to the deep dermis is technically more complicated than those located in the subcutaneous tissue.\textsuperscript{18} Therefore, although there is no consensus, histological studies\textsuperscript{19,20} demonstrate that the eccrine glands are dominant in the dermis, and most of the apocrine glands are located in the subcutaneous tissue.

\textbf{1) Aspiration curettage}

The procedure consists of two main parts: dissection of the dermis from the underlying subcutaneous tissue followed by removing the sweat glands from the dermo-hypodermic junction and the deep dermis. For surgical access, two or three small incisions are made outside the area to be curetted. The surgeon
can make the incision, according to their preference, in different locations: superomedial concerning the armpit, in the anterior and distal edges, in the upper internal region of the arm, and the central portion of the armpit.\textsuperscript{21} Chart 1 describes in detail the technique, according to Rezende et al.\textsuperscript{21}

According to Rezai, aspiration curettage has a sweating recurrence rate of 20\% to 40\%. However, with the innovation of surgical methods and instruments, the rates have decreased to less than 6\%.\textsuperscript{22}

2) Simple curettage

Unlike aspiration curettage, this surgical technique consists of curettage of the axillary region without aspiration. The purpose of this procedure is also the selective removal of the sweat glands. The anesthesia used is usually tumescent.

This technique's main steps are the surgical incision made through the skin to the subcutaneous tissue. Subsequently, dermal tunneling can be done using a curette for scraping, with back and forth movements. This movement occurs until most of the tissue blocks containing the destroyed sweat glands, adipose tissue, and other skin attachments are eliminated.\textsuperscript{18}

Curettage should be performed both on the superficial layer of the subcutaneous tissue and in the deep dermis to remove the sweat glands (Figure 3) and, inevitably, some other tissues, especially the hair follicles.\textsuperscript{23}

According to Rezai, aspiration curettage has a sweating recurrence rate of 20\% to 40\%. However, with the innovation of surgical methods and instruments, the rates have decreased to less than 6\%.\textsuperscript{22}

According to Rezende et al.\textsuperscript{21}

However, surgeons should be alert to the fact that curettage should be performed in a way that generates the best possible results but with the least amount of complications.\textsuperscript{21}

The interruption of curettage varies according to the perceptions of each author. However, the main parameters are skin thickness (Figures 4 and 5); skin color (a pale violet – Figure 6); complete elevation of the axillary skin of the subcutaneous tissue; “skin to skin” sliding, demonstrating that there is no more fat adhered to the dermis; palpable hair follicles during the “skin to skin” sliding; sound similar to sipping caused by the cannula; visualization of the curette by transparency (Figure 7); and easy removal of the axillary hair when pulled slightly by the surgeon.\textsuperscript{21}

According to Bechara et al. (2008), the use of cannulas with sharp edges is more effective than other less aggressive or blunt cannulas. According to these authors, combining two types of cannulas can lead to extensive damage to the skin and the dermal vascular plexus.\textsuperscript{25}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOX 1: Aspiration curettage surgery technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The patient is placed in a supine position with the arms abducted at a 90°-135° angle to expose the armpit. Excessive abduction should not occur to avoid injury to the brachial plexus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tumescent anesthesia is typically used in minimally invasive surgery to treat axillary bromhidrosis. After making the incisions, a volume of 100 ml to 500 ml per armpit of a tumescent solution is infiltrated into the pre-marked axillary area as superficially as possible, creating an &quot;orange peel&quot; effect on the overlying tissue. Although the standard formula of the tumescent solution is composed of 1,000 ml of saline, 50 ml to 100 ml of lidocaine 1%, 1 ml of epinephrine 1:1,000, and 12.5 ml of sodium bicarbonate, different authors use numerous variations. The prolonged analgesic effect of tissue deposits of lidocaine guarantees an almost painless post-operative. The expansion of the soft tissues of the armpit minimizes the risk of injury to the brachial plexus. It also has the advantage of eliminating the risks involved in general anesthesia, intravenous sedation, and the use of narcotic analgesics. The use of small diameter infusion cannulas is essential for patient comfort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. After bleaching the region, subcutaneous tunnels are created through a sudden dissection, in back and forth movements to separate the dermis from the subcutaneous tissue. The subcutaneous sweat glands are thus mobilized. Subsequently, the suction and curettage cannula of the Cassio type, or a curette, is inserted to perform dermal curettage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The aspiration of the removed tissue can be conducted using devices or manually. In manual vacuum suction, a syringe is attached to the cannula inserted into the tissue to be removed. A mechanical lock is required to keep the piston pulled. When a mechanical suction system is chosen, the cannulas are connected to a collection bottle via a tube. The tissue mobilized by the cannulas is taken to the receptacle using a collecting system, with negative pressure generated by a vacuum pump. The size of the cannula and its opening, in addition to the amount of vacuum applied and speed, directly affect the amount of tissue removed. The surgeon's non-dominant hand can assist in the procedure by compressing the overlying skin. Care should be taken when performing curettage around the skin incisions, as the subcutaneous tissue close to these areas may not be properly removed during aspiration. Irrigation and meticulous hemostasis are performed at the end of the procedure, and the surgical incisions are closed. It is suggested to use anchorage sutures where there were aggressive aspirations and curettage to reduce bruises' formation. The dressing can be done with antibiotic ointment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3) Superficial liposuction

Usually, the technique consists of two small incisions (3 mm to 4 mm each). Dermal tunneling is performed, and the junction of the dermis with the subcutaneous tissue is aspirated with a cannula. There is the possibility of starting the procedure with a cannula and, after the subcutaneous tissue is very thin, one with an opening more suitable for subdermal scraping, for example, can replace it. A firm handgrip can stabilize the underlying skin and control the depth the cannula reaches. A thin axillary skin wholly separated from the underlying tissue characterizes the end of the procedure.26-28

DISCUSSION

The main element that leads to bromhidrosis is the bacterial degradation of compounds secreted by the apocrine glands. Also, dietary compounds can contribute to underarm odor, such as tomatoes.29

Also, contradicting the idea that only adults suffer from bromhidrosis, a study diagnosed six-year-old twin sisters with axillary bromhidrosis,30 which brings an interesting discussion about the age group of the disease.

Regarding the treatments, there are conservative ones, such as topical agents and botulinum toxin, which have a temporary effect and need a periodic application, and those that are comparatively more permanent and radical, such as surgical techniques.31

The main objective of bromhidrosis’s surgical treatment is the removal of apocrine glands and some local eccrine glands. Eccrine glands are dominant in the dermis, and apocrine glands are mostly located in the subcutaneous tissue.18 The apocrine glands are composed of the secretory portion and the excretory duct.1 These glandular segments are connected, and part of the secretory portion is firmly attached to the lower portion of the dermis.32
Consequently, it is relevant to consider these sweat glands’ location in the choice and application of the surgical technique. The surgeries developed for the treatment of axillary bromhidrosis are based on the apocrine glands’ site, so eliminating the subcutaneous tissue is effective.33

It is important to emphasize that selecting the surgical method must also be based on individual characteristics, such as the sweat pattern, bromhidrosis severity, reduced degree of the axillary odor and sweating that the patient wants, and their preference regarding the scar and axillary hair loss.32

Regarding surgical methods, superficial liposuction has greater difficulty in eradicating the apocrine glands. It is indicated primarily for patients concerned with the scar and who can tolerate some residual odor and sweating.32

Curettage also proves to be effective because the technique causes mechanical trauma leading to degeneration and necrosis of the apocrine glands during the back and forth movement of the curette, consequently eliminating possible remaining glands.31

However, there is no consensus on which surgery should be employed. Although the most radical surgeries are very effective, some minimally invasive surgeries (such as aspiration and/
or curettage) can be therapeutic options as good as the radical ones but with better aesthetic results and fewer complications.

It is essential to highlight that, despite its high efficacy, the complete resection of the axillary skin with the adjacent subcutaneous tissue excision is considered very aggressive. This method was practically abandoned due to the increased possibility of complications, such as infections, bleeding, necrosis, poor healing or scar contracture, and movement limitation.

**CONCLUSION**

Different surgical techniques are described for treating axillary bromhidrosis, with no standardization or consensus on which is the most effective. More radical methods are considered more effective, but there are reports of more frequent complications. Techniques that remove glandular tissue without skin resection have a low complication rate and relevant therapeutic success.
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